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Uno piccolo dono HyperMachiavel. A software tool for comparing the first edition of Machiavelli's The Prince to its sixteenth century French translations HyperMachiavel (hereafter HM) is a software package designed to assist research into aligned corpora encoded in XML-TEI. Confronted with the lack of a unified digital environment for the comparison of texts, it became necessary to conceive a software tool offering alignment functions and semi-manual indexation (including lexical indexation).
These functions would enable a detailed and discriminating linguistic analysis of the traditional equivalences using various representational graphs and multilingual searches. At present, the development of the software package is undertaken under a Cecill-B licence in order to guarantee continuity and possible collaborations. Readers may wish to consult http://hyperprince.ens-lyon.fr which corresponds to the HTML-format export of the XML-TEI encoded corpus used in HM.
1 This paper will develop the first reflections concerning the use of the HM tool and its possible developments by dealing with the translations of stato and presenting the first hypotheses on the practises of the sixteenth century translators. But, first of all, I shall attempt to explain the reasons, hypotheses and translation practises which led me to conceive of the usefulness of such a tool.
Travelling Texts
The first point concerns the importance of translations in the western world. The history of translations seems to be an important part of the history of western thinking, literature, philosophy and political thinking, insofar as texts travel and have an effect in the countries and cultures into which they are introduced by means of translations. Recent 1 Zancarini and Gedzelman 2011, pp. 247-64; Gedzelman and Zancarini 2012, pp. 198-201. research into translation (Antione Berman, Henri Meschonnic 2 ) has stressed the role played by translations in the construction of the language and literature of the translating countries.
Berman has underlined the role of 'great translations' in this process and the founding role of In what way do our aspirations as translators appear to be related to those of Meschonnic?
The desire to provide in French a text which has 'as much sap' as a sixteenth century Italian text closely resembles the idea that a translator must know what the original text does in its language and attempt to produce a French text which has the same effects, which retains the same semantic fields, which alludes to other texts and which breathes with the same breath.
Obviously -and this is perhaps where our closeness to Meschonnic ends since he is more radical than us on this point -we think that this is basically an aim which we are far from sure of achieving. But, in our opinion, this aim has at least the not inconsiderable merit of defining a direction to be followed and a goal to be reached. It also reminds us that our acts as translators are not fundamentally situated in a translation theory debate about whether proper translation practise chooses to favour either the 'source language' or the 'target language'. This clearly lets it be understood that there is at least one text for which 'the very order of words', their recurrences, their echoes and the networks which they weave amongst themselves can be decisive.
A great translator of contemporary Italian poetry, Bernard Simeone, would insist on the need to detach the translation from the 'fantasy of transparency, of accuracy, of passage, even of pure transmission'. He explained that a translation 'is not a pure passage, but always a
[piece of] work on one's own language, a chance given to the latter to call into question its certitudes and its limits through the irruption into its space of foreign works and [pieces of]
writing. In that, it does not content itself with reflecting an origin, it enlarges the field of expression of the target language'. 11 For Simeone, 'translation only refers to the radicality of writing'. 12 We share this point of view that we consider to have a major consequence: beyond instances of petitio principii and 'general rules', a translation establishes itself by means of its coherence. We define this coherence by means of both a series of 'partial rules' and a series of prohibitions that one sets oneself and from which one does not deviate. 13 We have adopted this conception of the activity of translation, particularly in our own translation of The Prince. We combine the strictly historical reading with studies on the language, its construction, its shades of meaning and its evolutions, studies that enable us to check in detail the common practises of writing and the verisimilitude of our historical reconstructions. From our perspective, the language used by our authors is a central issue as is the way in which they use it. The terms used are indeed to be interpreted according to the political circumstances (what Machiavelli calls 'the quality of the times') and according to the stakes determined by the political actors; which signifies that their meanings may be different to what they were earlier or what they will become later. The way in which these terms are used, with a certain syntax, with modes of particular argumentation, with tonalities, borrowings, quotations and allusions, also has its importance. Terminological use cannot be dissociated from the political or historical analyses that provide writing with meaning. The discourse must be considered since this is where a dialectic of the 'names' and the 'things' is perpetually at work. This double approach to the precise meaning to be given to the lexicon and the modes of writing, this approach to the texts that intends to take into consideration 'the quality of the times' is what we call 'political philology'. Its starting point is the love of language -in truth, the love of both languages involved in the work of translation and interpretation. Its deployment revives the philological tradition in its radical and utopian aspects. The hope to reproduce the text as its author had 'really' conceived it, to restore it to its full force and its entire meaning, is one that is never realised, as we well know. But the function of this hope is to introduce a tension towards an unattainable state of perfection, the very existence of which is open to 14 We refer to Zancarini 2007. This paragraph summarises some of the hypotheses that are developed there.
doubt. Realised in a work, this tension towards the elucidation of the maximum possible meaning of the texts under consideration is at the heart of the work of every philologist. But for whosoever defines her/himself as a 'political philologist', it is also important to never forget that the meaning and the strength of texts actually derive from their insertion into a given historical moment. It is also important to bear in mind the function of these texts, which, when they were written, aimed at understanding and provoking understanding, for action and for provoking action. We might as well say that the political philologist is inextricably linked to historical analysis and that the pairing of these two methodologies is the necessary prerequisite to the insertion of the works of Machiavelli, Guicciardini or Savonarola into the history of ideas or political philosophy. Savonarola, Machiavelli and Guicciardini wrote during the period of the wars in Italy, after the arrival of the troops of Charles VIII, King of France, in 1494. If the upheavals which we think we see at work in the relationship to the City or to war do not appear in the very substance of the language used by these authors, if the language was not marked by this, then our hypotheses for historical reconstruction would obviously have to be revised. Conversely, these historical hypotheses are needed, at the outset, to define the questions that will be applied to the language and the way these authors wrote.
If these hypotheses and reflections are well founded, then their validity must be tested.
In a certain way our research into the language of politics of Guicciardini 15 and Machiavelli The use of the HM software tool has thus enabled the stating and verification of the hypothesis of a constant tension in meaning and of the polysemy of the terms employed. This polysemy arises out of the way in which Machiavelli, using the same terms with meanings that are sometimes different, carves out the new objects or the forms of political action in order to understand them and to have his readers understand their workings. This hypothesis of the tension in meaning leads to reading The Prince while accepting from the outset that there co-exist different meanings of the terms, which, therefore, must not be considered stricto sensu as concepts, failing which it would be necessary to talk of incoherences or contradictions or decide to forcibly reconstruct a coherence to the detriment of tensions. The tension in meaning is an intrinsic element of the very description of the new objects which
Machiavelli set out to describe, with the means of language at his disposal, with the desire of understanding how they work.
Reflections on the Act of Translation
The HM tool enables us to understand the different approaches of the translators and clearly see their lexical and syntactic choices. Several examples of this use of the HM software follow. These will envisage some significant aspects of how Vintimille, Cappel,
Gohory and Gaspard d'Auvergne translated The Prince.
The characteristic which strikes the reader of the translation by Jacques de Vintimille is the very systematic presence of additions which are elucidations or even commentaries of the text which he translates. 17 Nevertheless, and this is not initially apparent, Vintimille often respects more scrupulously than the others the polysemy of the words used by Machiavelli. 18 It is quite difficult to decide between the two hypotheses 18 'Pareillement sur le livre du Prince retombant n'agueres entre mes mains nonobstant deux traductions d'icelluy ia publiées par deux personnes diverses : dont l'un a esté mon familier et domestique, qui n'avoit jamais mis un pied à cent lieues de l'Italie, de l'autre ie n'en suis pas plus certain, lequel on m'a rapporté avoir voulu n'agueres usurper le labeur de ma traduction ancienne des discours dont est question, soubs ombre que ie n'y avoys inseré mon nom, comme en un aprentissage qu'il se vouloit bien attribuer pour chef d'oeuvre' (Gohory 1571 Nevertheless, while the vast majority of these editions depend on the tradition of the editio princeps, they introduce minor differences, which are then repeated and can have interpretative consequences. 20 In order to obtain an exact idea of the texts of The Prince which readers could have held in their hands, it could be useful to undertake systematic research into these ancient editions including both comparison and history. already available online; the HM software tool can be shared with those who would like to use it. In particular, it is possible to envisage the comparison of translations in other languages. I hope that the initial results that I have just presented will serve to convince researchers that this is a useful 'little gift' indeed.
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